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Abstract

Calculate Kohn‐Sham Suscep8bility

State of the art experimental methods are being developed to inves5gate
magne5c excita5ons of surfaces[1] or of nanoobjects deposited on surfaces[2].
A key quan5ty describing these excita5ons is the transverse dynamical
suscep5bility, that is a computa5onal burden, accessible from 5ght‐binding
methods[3] but very rarely calculated from density func5onal theory and
limited to bulk systems[4].
Using the Korringa‐Kohn‐Rostoker Green func5on method within the framework
of 5me dependent density func5onal theory, we developed a new, eﬃcient and
computa5onally aLrac5ve real space method that allows to tackle magne5c
excita5ons in nanostructures. The behavior of adatoms and dimer is
inves5gated..
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The ﬁrst term can be computed using regular integra5on in the complex
energy plan. The second term could be calculated along the real axis since
it involves a small energy por5on:

Ader doing a variable change, one could redeﬁne other two terms whose
sum leads to the Kohn‐Sham suscep5bility
Damping increases by increasing the magnitude of the ﬁeld

Dimers made of similar adatoms

Introduc8on: Experimental evidence
Fe and Co adatoms on Pt(111)

Adatoms

It can be amazingly simpliﬁed in prac5ce if separated into a sum of two
terms I 1 and I 2.

Evalua8on of Green func8ons

Mn chains on CuN

In the Korringa‐Kohn‐Rostoker Green Func5on method, the Green func5on
is wriLen as:

In the spectral representa5on

We could make an approxima5on in evalua5ng the wave func5ons R. One
could linearize them. We choose, however, an energy independent wave
func5on: the regular solu5on deﬁned at the Fermi energy. This is a reasonable
approxima5on for the problems of our interest.
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From the Heisenberg model, op5cal mode is expected at
2J(M1+M2)/M 1 M 2, J being the magne5c exchange interac5on

or

Method
Time‐dependent Density Func5onal Theory

Thus

Dimers made of dissimilar adatoms

The 5me‐dependent transverse magne5c suscep5blity
Finally
can be rewriLen within the atomic sphere approxima5on (ASA) as

where
Ader repea5ng the same procedure for the Kohn‐Sham suscep5bility, one
builds a Dyson equa5on:

Adatoms
where

Sum rule for Goldstone mode

Conclusion
We have shown that a simple approach, based on TD‐DFT and the KKR‐GF
method, can be used to extract dynamics magne5c suscep5bili5es. The
descrip5on of the electronic structure is embedded into our single par5cle
Green func5ons. The size of matrices in the Dyson equa5on are small
enough to permit calcula5ons of large nanostructures in future
applica5ons. We have developed an iden5ty that leads to a numerically
stable method of extrac5ng the proper Coulomb interac5on to be used in
the Dyson equa5on from which the full dynamical suscep5bility is obtained.
As an applica5on, 3d adatoms and dimers deposited on Cu(001) surface
were inves5gated from ﬁrst‐principles.

The Kohn‐Sham suscep5bility is given by:
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Using the atomic sphere approxima5on, the previous equa5on can be
rewriLen in terms of matrix nota5on:

from which U can be extracted:
with
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U leads to the lowest eigenvalue of the denominator of the Dyson equa5on
associated with the magne5c moments as components of the eigenvectors.

From the Heisenberg model, a delta func5on is expected at the Larmor
Frequency given by gB.
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